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Abstract. This paper is concerned with adaptation capabilities of evolved
neural controllers. A method consisting of encoding a set of local adap-
tation rules that synapses obey while the robot freely moves in the en-
vironment [6] is compared to a standard �xed-weight network. In the
experiments presented here, the performance of the robot is measured in
environments that are di�erent in signi�cant ways from those used dur-
ing evolution. The results show that evolutionary adaptive controllers
can adapt to environmental changes that involve new sensory charac-
teristics (including transfers from simulation to reality) and new spatial
relationships.

1 Evolution and Adaptation

Evolutionary algorithms are widely used in autonomous robotics in order to solve
a large variety of tasks in several kind of environments. However, evolved con-
trollers become well adapted to environmental conditions used during evolution,
but often do not perform well when conditions are changed. Under these circum-
stances, it is necessary to carry on the evolutionary process, but this might take
long time.

Combination of evolution and learning has been shown to be a viable solution
to this problem by providing richer adaptive dynamics [1] than in the case where
parameters are entirely genetically-determined. A review of the work combining
evolution and learning for sensory-motor controllers can be found in [5, 9].

Instead of simply combining o�-the-shelf evolutionary and learning algo-
rithms, in previous work we presented an approach capable of generating adap-
tive neural controllers by evolving a set of simple adaptation rules [6]. The
method consists of encoding on the genotype a set of modi�cation rules that
perform Hebbian synaptic changes [2{4] through the whole individual's life. The
results showed that evolution of adaptive individuals generated viable controllers
in much less generations and that these individuals displayed more performant
behaviors than genetically-determined individuals.

In this paper, we describe two new sets of experiments conceived to measure
the adaptation capabilities of this approach in environments that are di�erent
from those used during evolution. The results are compared to standard evolution
of synaptic weights and to evolution of noisy synaptic weights (control condition).



Fig. 1. A mobile robot Khepera gains �tness by �nding as fast as possible the stick
under the oor. The walls are covered with white paper and the oor is transparent.
The robot has a sensor pointing downwards that can detect the stick when it passes
over it. The stick can be positioned at any location under the oor.

The sources of change address two major aspects of behavioral robustness:
sensory appearance and spatial relationships of key-features of the environment.

2 Experiment I: Changing Sensory Appearances

A mobile robot Khepera is positioned in the rectangular environment shown in
�gure 1. The walls are covered with paper and the oor, which is transparent,
is placed on four supports. A stick is positioned at a random location under the
oor1. Each individual of the population is tested on the same robot, one at a
time, for a maximum of 500 sensory motor cycles, each cycle lasting 100 ms. At
the beginning of an individual's life, the robot and the stick are positioned at
random positions.

The �tness function selects individuals capable of �nding the stick in the
shortest time,

� = 1� t
500

;

where t represents the number of sensory motor cycles spent by the robot
before �nding the stick. Since the robot is not allowed to be on the target at the
initial cycle, the �tness will never be 1.0. A robot that cannot manage to �nd
the target will be scored with 0.0 �tness.

A light sensor placed under the robot is used to detect the stick and compute
the �tness, but it is not given as input to the controller. Once the robot has
found the stick or 500 cycles have passed, the robot and the target are randomly
repositioned.

Under these circumstances, the exploration strategies used by the robots
will depend much on the sensory appearance of the walls. Therefore, in this

1 A similar environment has been used in simulation by Nol� [10] for di�erent exper-
imental purposes.
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Fig. 2. The neural controller is a fully-recurrent discrete-time neural network composed
of 8 neurons giving a total of 8 x 8= 64 synapses (here represented as small squares
of the unfolded network). 6 sensory neurons receive additional input from the infrared
sensors positioned around the body of the robot and from the motors (l=left; r=right;
f=front; b=back). IR=Infrared Proximity sensors; MF=Motor feedback. Two motor
neurons M do not receive sensory input; their activation sets the speed of the wheels
(Mi > 0:5 forward rotation; Mi < 0:5 backward rotation)

experiment the sensory characteristics of the wall surfaces will be changed after

evolution.
The controller is a fully-recurrent discrete-time neural network. Neurons are

updated every 100 ms according to the following equation,

yi  �
�PN

j=0 wijyj
�
+ Ii;

where yi is the activation of the ith neuron, wij is the strength of the synapse
between presynaptic neuron j and postsynaptic neuron i, N is the number of
neurons in the network, 0 � Ii < 1 is the corresponding external sensory input,
and �(x) = (1 + ex)�1 is the sigmoidal activation function. Ii = 0 for the motor
neurons. The controller has access to two types of sensory information: infrared
light (object proximity) and speeds of the wheels (motor feedback). The active
infrared sensors positioned around the robot detect proximity of walls (up to
4 cm). Their values are pooled into four pairs and the average reading of each
pair is passed to a corresponding neuron. Rotation speeds of the wheels2 are
normalized and passed to the corresponding feedback neurons. An additional
neuron is used as bias in order to excite the network when it does not receive
any sensory input. Two output neurons are used to set the rotation speeds of
the wheels.

Each synaptic weight wij can be updated after every sensory-motor cycle
(100 ms) using one of the four modi�cation rules speci�ed in the genotype.3 The
four rules are called Hebbian because they are a function of the pre-synaptic ac-

2 Rotation speeds of the wheels can be di�erent from the values set by the motor
neurons. For example, when the robot pushes against a wall, motor neurons may
output forward rotations but real rotations are 0.

3 These four rules co-exist within the same network.



tivation, of the post-synaptic activation, and of the current value of the weight
itself. The Plain Hebb rule strengthens the synapse proportionally to the cor-
related activity of the two neurons. The Postsynaptic rule behaves as the plain
Hebb rule, but in addition it weakens the synapse when the postsynaptic node is
active but the presynaptic is not. Conversely, in the Presynaptic rule weakening
occurs when the presynaptic unit is active but the postsynaptic is not. Finally,
the Covariance rule strengthens the synapse whenever the di�erence between
the activations of the two neurons is less than half their maximum activity, oth-
erwise the synapse is weakened. Synaptic strength is maintained within a range
[0; 1] (notice that a synapse cannot change sign) by adding to the modi�cation
rules a self-limiting component inversely proportional to the synaptic strength
itself [2, 3, for more details].

Two types of genetic (binary) encoding are considered: Synapse Encoding

and Node Encoding. Synapse Encoding is also known as direct encoding [11].
Every synapse is individually coded on 5 bits, the �rst bit representing its sign
and the remaining four bits its properties (either the weight strength or its
adaptive rule). Node Encoding instead codes only the properties of the nodes
of the network. These properties are then applied to all its incoming synapses
(consequently, all incoming synapses to a given node have the same properties).
Each node is characterized by 5 bits, the �rst bit representing its sign and the
remaining four bits the properties of its incoming synapses. Synapse Encoding
allows a detailed de�nition of the controller, but for a fully connected network
of N neurons the genetic length is proportional to N2. Instead Node Encoding
requires a much shorter genetic length (proportional to N), but it allows only a
rough de�nition of the controller.

Independently of the type of genetic encoding, the following three types of
properties can be encoded on the last 4 bits. A) Genetically determined : Weight
strength. The synaptic strength is genetically determined and cannot be modi�ed
during \life". B) Adaptive synapses : Adaptive rule on 2 bits (four rules) and
learning rate (0.0, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9) on the remaining 2 bits. The synapses are always
randomly initialized when an individual starts its life and then are free to change
according to the selected rule. C) Noisy synapses : Weight strength on 2 bits and
a noise range on the remaining two bits (0:0;�0:3;�0:6;�0:9). The synaptic
strength is genetically determined at birth, but a random value extracted from
the noise range is freshly computed and added after each sensory motor cycle.
A limiting mechanism cuts o� sums that exceed the synaptic range [0; 1]. This
latter condition is used as a control condition to check whether the e�ects of
Hebbian adaptation amount to random synaptic variability [6, for more details].

2.1 Results

An initial set of experiments has been carried out in simulations sampling sensor
activations separately for white, gray, and black walls and adding 5% uniform
noise to these values [8]. Robots are evolved in environments with white walls.
For each experimental condition (adaptive, genetically-determined, noisy), 10
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Fig. 3. Comparison of adaptive synapses with Node Encoding (left) versus genetically-
determined synapses with Synapse Encoding (center) and noisy synapses with Node
Encoding (right) in white, gray, and black environments.

di�erent4 populations of 100 individuals each have been independently evolved
for 200 generations. Each individual is tested three times and the �tness value is
averaged. The 20 best individuals reproduce by making 5 copies of their genetic
string. Strings are crossed over with probability 0.2 and mutated with probability
0.05 (per bit). In the case of adaptive synapses, synaptic weights of individuals
are randomly initialized within the range [0:0; 0:1] at the beginning of each test.

Since we are interested in adaptation capabilities of evolved individuals, after
200 generations evolution is stopped and the best individual of the last generation
for each of the 10 populations is tested 10 times in the original environment
(white walls), 10 times in an environment where walls have been covered with
gray paper, and 10 times in an environment with black walls.

Figure 3 shows average �tnesses corresponding to environments with white,
gray, and black walls in the case of individuals with adaptive synapses and Node
Encoding (left), individuals with genetically-determined synapses and Synapse
Encoding5 (center), and individuals with noisy synapses and Node Encoding
(right). Although performance decreases in gray and black environments, adap-
tive individuals are capable of successfully �nding the target area in all condi-
tions. Instead, genetically-determined individuals can �nd the target area only
in the environment that has been used during evolution (white walls). When
tested in gray and black environments, only a few lucky individuals that en-
counter the target before a wall have non-zero �tness values. Individuals with
noisy synapses score very low �tness values in all conditions but they generalize
better than genetically-determined individuals6.

4 Using di�erent sequences of random number.
5 Node Encoding for �xed synapses was not capable of solving the original problem,
therefore we report results for Synapse Encoding.

6 Notice that adaptive individuals report better �tness also in the evolutionary envi-
ronment. The performance issue has been addressed in another paper [6].
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Fig. 4. Behaviors of individuals with adaptive synapses (left), genetically-determined
synapses (center), and noisy synapses (right) in environments with white (up), gray
(center), and black (bottom) walls. Individuals belong to the last generation.

Figure 4 displays the behaviors of individuals with adaptive synapses (left),
genetically-determined synapses (center), and noisy synapses (right) in environ-
ments with white (up), gray (center), and black (bottom) walls. The behavior of
the adaptive individual is not considerably a�ected by the color of the walls and
it reaches the target area in all conditions. Instead, the genetically-determined
individual can reach the target area only when walls are covered with white
paper, but gets stuck on gray and black walls. Since darker walls are detected
only when the robot gets closer, a behavioral strategy successful for white walls
can cause collisions for dark walls. The individual with noisy synapses takes ad-
vantage of the random variability to get away from the walls but it scores a low
performance because its strategy is based in a local random search. The robot
eventually manages to reach the target when its initial position is relatively close
to the stick but it fails when it is far away.

2.2 From Simulations to Real Robots

Another way of measuring the adaptive abilities of evolved controllers is to trans-
fer them from simulated to real robots. Since physical robots and environments
inevitably have characteristics di�erent from simulations, solutions evolved in
simulation typically fail when tested on real robots.

The solutions envisaged so far consist of incorporating special types of noise
tailored to sensory-motor properties of the robot [8], or to vary key-features of
the environment during simulated evolution [7]. The success of both methods
depends upon the ability of the experimenter to spot crucial aspects of variation
that must be considered in the simulations. Another solution consists of carrying
on arti�cial evolution in the new conditions [3], but this can take long time.

In another set of experiments, we have tested the best individuals of the
last generation for each of the 10 populations evolved in simulation on a real
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Fig. 5. Comparison of generalization capabilities in the transfer from simulations to real
robots in the case of adaptive synapses with Node Encoding (left) versus genetically-
determined synapses with Synapse Encoding (center) and noisy synapses with Node
Encoding (right). White bars correspond to the performance in the white simulated
environment and striped bars represent the performance on real robots in a white
environment.

Khepera robot positioned in an environment where walls are covered with white
paper (�gure 1). Each individual is tested 3 times and the �tness is averaged over.
Figure 5 shows that the performance of adaptive individuals is not a�ected by the
transfer to the physical environment, whereas genetically-determined individuals
report a signi�cative �tness loss. Individuals with noisy synapses are not a�ected
by the transfer because their behavior is always random and not e�ective in both
simulated and physical environments. A major reason for failure of genetically-
determined individuals is that their spiralling strategy often results in rotation
without displacement probably caused by the new sensory and motor responses
of the real robot. The same pattern of results holds for tests in gray and black
physical environments (data not shown).

3 Experiment II: Changing Spatial Relationships

Whereas the experiments described above were conceived to address mostly vari-
ation induced by new sensory responses, in this section we address variation in-
duced by changed spatial relationships. To this end, we resort to an experimental
situation where behavioral success is linked to the ability to relate di�erent parts
of the environment [6].

A mobile robot Khepera equipped with a vision module is positioned in the
rectangular environment shown in �gure 6. A light bulb is attached on one side
of the environment. This light is normally o�, but it can be switched on when the
robot passes over a black-painted area on the opposite side of the environment.
A black stripe is painted on the wall over the light-switch area. Each individual
of the population is tested on the same robot, one at a time, for 500 sensory



Fig. 6. A mobile robot equipped with a vision module gains �tness by staying on the
gray area only when the light is on. The light is normally o�, but it can be switched on
if the robot passes over the black area positioned on the other side of the arena. The
robot can detect ambient light and the color of the wall, but not the color of the oor.

motor cycles, each cycle lasting 100 ms. At the beginning of an individual's life,
the robot is positioned at a random position and orientation and the light is o�.

The �tness function is described as the number of sensory motor cycles spent
by the robot on the gray area beneath the light bulb when the light is on divided
by the total number of cycles available (500). In order to maximize this �tness
function, the robot should �nd the light-switch area, go there in order to switch
the light on, and then move towards the light as soon as possible, and stand on
the gray area7. Since this sequence of actions takes time (several sensory motor
cycles), the �tness of a robot is never 1.0. Also, a robot that cannot manage to
complete the entire sequence is scored with 0.0 �tness.

A light sensor placed under the robot is used to detect the color of the oor|
white, gray, or black| and passed to a host computer in order to switch on the
light bulb and compute �tness values. The output of this sensor is not given
as input to the neural controller. After 500 sensory motor cycles, the light is
switched o� and the robot is repositioned by applying random speeds to the
wheels for 5 seconds.

In a previous article we showed that evolution of adaptive synapses provides
a number of advantages with respect to evolution of synaptic weights for this
behavioral task. It can generate viable controllers in much less generations and
evolved controllers display more performant behaviors [6].

Here we describe a new set of experiments, where the best individuals of
the last generation are tested in environments where the light-switching area,

7 Notice that the �tness function does not explicitly reward this sequence of actions,
but only the �nal outcome of the overall behavior chosen by the robot. Therefore,
we call it a behavior-based �tness function.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of adaptive synapses with Node Encoding (left) versus genetically-
determined synapses with Synapse Encoding (center) and noisy synapses with Node
Encoding (right) in the environment used during evolution (white) and in an environ-
ment where light-switching area and �tness area are randomly positioned (striped).

the �tness area, and the robot are located at random positions at the beginning
of each individual's life. Since in the original experiment the positions of the
light-switching area and the �tness area were constant for every individual, this
experiment gives us a measure of adaptation capabilities of evolved individuals
to new spatial relationships. In order to automate the re-arrangement of the
environment, these experiments have been carried out in simulation. The best
individuals for each of the 10 populations evolved in the environment of �gure
6 are tested in 3 new environments with di�erent random spatial relationships.

The results reported in �gure 7 show that individuals with adaptive synapses
are much more robust to new con�gurations of the environment than individuals
with genetically-determined synapses. Average performance loss is 25% in the
case of adaptive individuals (left), but is about 65% in the case of genetically-
determined individuals (center). Individuals with noisy synapses (right) score
very low �tness in both cases.

The fact that genetically-determined individuals performed very poorly in
new environments indicates that the solutions generated by evolution here are
tightly coupled to the geometry and the disposition of the environment. Evolu-
tion shapes the individuals in order to take advantage of speci�c environmental
aspects, such as the size of the arena and the position of the light-switching
area and of the �tness area. Instead, evolution of adaptive synapses is capable of
generating more general solutions that produce performant behavior for a large
variety of environmental dispositions. This is shown in �gure 8: a genetically-
determined individual (center) is capable of solving the task in the original en-
vironment by performing circular movements and avoiding the walls until it
reaches the �tness area. However, these circular movements are not e�ective
to approach the �tness area in the new environmental disposition. Instead, an
adaptive individual (left) that is capable of solving the task in the original envi-
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Fig. 8. Behaviors of individuals with adaptive synapses (left), genetically-determined
synapses (center), and noisy synapses (right) in the original environment used during
evolution (top) and in an environment where light-switching area and �tness area are
positioned at new locations (bottom). The trajectory line is thin when the light is o�
and becomes thick when the light is turned on. Individuals are the best of the last
generation evolved in the environment of top row.

ronment changes the strategy by performing some additional manoeuvres that
allow the robot to reach the �tness area in the new environment. Individuals
with noisy synapses (right) perform random trajectories in both cases.

4 Conclusions

We have shown through a set of systematic comparisons that evolution of adap-
tive synapses provides better adaptation capabilities than standard evolution of
synaptic weights. Adaptive individuals are capable of successfully performing in
environments that are di�erent from the one used during evolution by adapting
their strategy to the new constraints of the environment. Instead, genetically-
determined individuals often fail in adapting to di�erent environments because
their behavior is tightly coupled to the characteristics of the environment used
during evolution.

We have studied adaptation to two major sources of environmental change:
new sensory appearances and new spatial relationships. In both cases, evolved
adaptive controllers can autonomously modify their parameters and behavior on-
line without requiring additional evolutionary training or ad-hoc manipulation of
the evolutionary procedure. The control experiments with noisy synapses where
changes are induced by random numbers rather than by genetically-determined
rules, indicate that evolved adaptive networks modify their parameters in ways
that are functionally related to the survival criterion. We are currently analyzing
how these evolved controllers work and try to explain how they can adapt to
new environmental conditions.

We have also shown that this approach is e�ective for the transfer of evolved
controllers from simulations to real robots. Keeping in mind this idea, one of
our current projects aims at studying the applicability of this approach to cross-
platform evolution [3]. The experiment will consist in transferring the controller



evolved for the Khepera robot to a bigger Koala robot and in testing its perfor-
mance in a scaled-up version of the light-switching environment.
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